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Disclaimer

MDS makes every effort to publish accurate information on the website. "Google Translate" is provided as a free tool for visitors to read content in one's native language. Translations are not guaranteed to be 100% accurate. Neither MDS nor its employees assume liability for erroneous translations of website content.
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Congress Highlights
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Scientific Program 


The Scientific Program includes more than 60 educational sessions, including the esteemed Presidential Lectures, an inspiring keynote, real patients and cases, and more that delve into the most state-of-the-art research and practical skill applications. 


Browse sessions
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MDS Video Challenge


Learn from a series of unusual and interesting patients as a world-renowned panel of Movement Disorders experts guide you through unique cases, submitted from all over the world. 


Learn more
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MDS Talks


Interactive presentations in a comfortable, lounge atmosphere.


Learn more
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Welcome Ceremony


All registered International Congress attendees are warmly invited to attend the Welcome Ceremony. 


 


 


Networking


 






Young Delegates Networking Event


Learn more








Health Professionals Networking Event


Learn more



  

  

  Women in Movement Disorders Networking Event


Learn more




NEW: Neurosurgery Networking Event


Convening specialists from the MDS Neurosurgery Special Interest Group.


Learn more



 




 


Society Meetings



Get involved with MDS


Hear the latest from the International Parkinson and Movement Disorder Society, including updates from your global region and opportunities to get involved. 


	Society Business Meeting
	Regional Assemblies
	Young Members Group Business Meeting
	Annual meetings of all active MDS groups





Learn more
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Exhibits and Sponsored Sessions
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Exhibits


Browse booths from a variety of companies and nonprofits in the movement disorders field.
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Corportate Therapeutic Symposia


Learn the latest in therapeutics in these 60-minute, company-led informational sessions (Non-CME).
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Innovation Showcases


Discover interesting advancements in these 30-minute, company-led presentations (non-CME).


 




Review final programs, abstracts and other content from previous years.


Program archives





        
    



    
        
            
                 


MDS International Secretariat

555 East Wells Street, Suite 1100

Milwaukee, WI 53202 USA

Phone: +1 (414) 276-2145

Fax: +1 (414) 276-3349

congress@movementdisorders.org
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